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Hey Super Sleuths!
Check Out These Great Mystery Titles!
Call number in parenthesis ( )

Early Readers
Young Cam Jansen and the Lion’s Lunch Mystery by David Adler (Early Reader ADL)
On a field trip to the zoo, Cam Jansen uses her photographic memory to help solve what
happened to Danny's lunch.

Dirk Bones and the Mystery of the Missing Books by Doug Cushman (Early Reader ICA)
Investigative reporter Dirk Bones sets out to discover who is stealing books in the town of
Ghostly.

The Case of the Climbing Cat by Cynthia Rylant (Early Reader RYL)
The High Rise Private Eyes, animal detectives, try to find the cat who stole their neighbor's
binoculars.

Nate the Great by Marjorie Weinman Sharmat (Early Reader SHA)
Junior detective Nate the Great must help his friend Annie find her missing picture. He must get
all the facts, ask the right questions and narrow the list of suspects so he can solve the mystery.
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Detective Dinosaur by James Skofield (Early Reader SKO)
Detective Dinosaur and Officer Pterodactyl are challenged to solve three cases when a hat is
missing, a shoe squeaks, and a loud clanging comes from a dark alley at night.

Paperback Series

The Absent Author by Ron Roy (J PB A to Z Mysteries)
Dink Duncan and his two friends investigate the apparent kidnapping of famous
mystery author Wallis Wallace.

The Boxcar Children series by Gertrude Chandler Warner (J PB Boxcar Children)
Four orphans take shelter in an old, red boxcar during a storm, and, determined to make it on their own,
they turn it into a safe, cozy home. Throughout the series, they work together to solve some very exciting
mysteries.

The January Joker by Ron Roy (J PB Calendar Mysteries)
Bradley, Brian, Nate, and Lucy gather clues that convince them that their siblings, cousin, and
animals have been captured by hungry space aliens.

The Mystery of the Gold Coin by Harper Paris (J PB Greetings From Somewhere)
Second graders Ethan and Ella are sad about moving away from their hometown to travel the
world with their mom, a journalist, and dad, who will home school them, but before they go they
have a mystery to solve.
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The Case of the Great Sled Race by James Preller (J PB Jigsaw)
Things get frosty when someone steals Bigs Maloney's sled two days before the great sled race.
It’s a hot mystery for Jigsaw and Mila, the best detectives in second grade.

The Secret of the Old Clock by Carolyn Keene (J PB Nancy Drew)
In the very first Nancy Drew mystery, Nancy rescues a child from a bad fall and then gets involved
in a search for a missing will.

Fiction

Cam Jansen series by David Adler (J ADL)
In this series, ten-year-old Cam Jansen, possessor of a photographic memory, and her friend Eric
investigate all kinds of strange mysteries that occur around them.

City of Orphans by Avi (J AVI)
In 1893 New York, thirteen-year-old Maks, a newsboy, teams up with Willa, a homeless girl, to
clear his older sister, Emma, from charges that she stole from the brand new Waldorf Hotel, where
she works. Includes historical notes.
Chasing Vermeer by Blue Balliet (J BAL)
When strange and seemingly unrelated events start to happen and a precious Vermeer painting
disappears, Petra and Calder combine their talents to solve an inter-national art scandal.
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Klooz series by J. Banscherus (J BAN)
Need a detective? Call on Klooz! This smart, funny kid has a good head on his shoulders and a good brain
under that baseball cap he always wears. Klooz uncovers crimes while remaining calm, cool, and collected.

Book Scavenger by Jennifer Chambliss Bertman (J BER)
Just after twelve-year-old Emily and her family move to San Francisco, she teams up with new
friend James to follow clues in an odd book they find, hoping to figure out its secrets before the
men who attacked Emily's hero, publisher Garrison Griswold, solve the mystery or come after the
friends.
The Name of this Book is Secret by Pseudonymous Bosch (J BOS)
Two eleven-year-old misfits try to solve the mystery of a dead magician and stop the evil Dr. L and
Ms. Mauvais, who are searching for the secret of immortality.
The Burglar Who Bit the Big Apple by Steve Brezenoff (J BRE)
While in New York City on a field trip, Samantha "Sam" Archer and her friends find themselves
immersed in a run of crimes at sightseeing locations.

The Buddy Files series by Dori Hillestead Butler (J BUT)
Go on the case with Buddy, the Golden Retriever as he works to solve mysteries like what
happened to his missing family and what happens when his new owner goes missing.
Half Moon Investigations by Eoin Colfer (J COL)
Twelve-year-old private investigator Fletcher Moon, nicknamed "Half Moon" because of his
shortness, must track down a conspiracy or be framed for a crime he did not commit.
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Found by Margaret Peterson Haddix (J HAD)
When thirteen-year-olds Jonah and Chip, who are both adopted, learn they were discovered on a
plane that appeared out of nowhere, full of babies with no adults on board, they realize that they
have uncovered a mystery involving time travel and two opposing forces, each trying to repair the
fabric of time.
13 Treasures by Michelle Harrison (J HAR)
Bedeviled by evil fairies that only she can see, thirteen-year-old Tanya is sent to stay with her cold
and distant grandmother at Elvesden Manor, where she and the caretaker's son solve a disturbing
mystery that leads them to the discovery that Tanya's life is in danger.
The Bone Magician by F.E. Higgins (J HIG)
With his father, a fugitive, falsely accused of multiple murders and the real serial killer stalking the
wretched streets of Urbs Umida, Pin Carpue, a young undertaker's assistant, investigates and soon
discovers that all of the victims may have attended the performance of a stage magician who
claims to be able to raise corpses and make the dead speak.
The Case of the Deadly Desperados by Caroline Lawrence (J LAW)
In 1862 Nevada Territory, after finding his foster parents murdered and scalped, twelve-year-old
Pinky Pinkerton, son of a railroad detective and a Sioux Indian, inherits a valuable deed and must
hide from dangerous Whittlin Walt and his gang of desperados.
The Sixty-Eight Rooms by Marianne Malone (On Order)
Ruthie thinks nothing exciting will ever happen to her until her sixth-grade class visits the Art
Institute of Chicago, where she and her best friend Jack discover a magic key that shrinks them to
the size of gerbils and allows them to explore the Thorne Rooms--the collection of sixty-eight
miniature rooms from various time periods and places--and discover their secrets.
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The Case of the Stinky Socks by Lewis B. Montgomery (J MON)
Detectives-in-training Milo and Jazz join forces to tackle their first big case -- finding out who stole
the lucky socks from the high school baseball team's star pitcher.
The Aviary by Kathleen O’Dell (J ODE)
In late nineteenth-century Maine, isolated, eleven-year-old Clara Dooley gains a friend and
uncovers a magical secret that changes her life when she learns to care for the once-feared birds
in the aviary attached to the Glendoveer mansion where she lives.
Curiosity House: the Shrunken Head by Lauren Oliver (J OLI)
Blessed with extraordinary abilities, orphans Philippa, Sam, and Thomas have grown up in
Dumfrey's Dime Museum of Freaks, Oddities, and Wonders. The children live happily with
museum owner Mr. Dumfrey, alongside other misfits. But when a fourth child, Max, a knifethrower, joins the group, it sets off an unforgettable chain of events. When the museum's
Amazonian shrunken head is stolen, the four are determined to get it back.
The Westing Game by Ellen Raskin (J RAS)
The mysterious death of an eccentric millionaire brings together an unlikely assortment of heirs
who must uncover the circumstances of his death before they can claim their inheritance.
Who Could That Be At This Hour? by Lemony Snickett (J SNI)
Thirteen-year-old Lemony Snicket begins his apprenticeship with S. Theodora Markson of the
secretive V.F.D. in the tiny dot of a town called Stain'd By The Sea, where he helps investigate the
theft of a statue.
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Encyclopedia Brown series by Donald Sobol (J SOB)
Idaville's secret weapon against lawbreakers, ten-year-old Leroy “Encyclopedia” Brown, helps the
police force solve new cases.
The Case of the Missing Marquess by Nancy Springer (J SPR)
Enola Holmes, much younger sister of detective Sherlock Holmes, must travel to London in
disguise to unravel the disappearance of her missing mother.
The Mysterious Benedict Society by Trenton Lee Stewart (On Order)
After passing a series of mind-bending tests, four children are selected for a secret mission that
requires them to go undercover at the Learning Institute for the Very Enlightened, where the only
rule is that there are no rules.

Three Times Lucky by Sheila Turnage (On Order)
Washed ashore as a baby in tiny Tupelo Landing, North Carolina, Mo LoBeau and her best friend
Dale turn detective when the amnesiac Colonel, owner of a café and co-parent of Mo, seems
implicated in a murder.
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